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Noah's Ark

Even while the world was being destroyed, they
wouldn't throw the garbage overboard!)

by Rabbi Shraga Simmons
But there are obviously many ways by which
We all know the story of this week's Parsha: God God could have saved Noah. So why did Noah
wants to send a flood to destroy the world, so He have to bother building an ark? And why did it
tells the righteous Noah to build an ark and bring take him 120 years?!
in two of every animal. Then it rains for 40 days
and 40 nights, God sends a rainbow, and Noah
The Midrash says that God specifically wanted
lives happily ever after. Right?
Noah to undertake a strange and unusual project, to arouse people's curiosity. God accentuWell, at least it makes a good children's story.
ated the oddity of it all by having Noah conBut given that the Torah is the driving force of
struct this huge boat―not at the sea shore―
the Jewish nation and the eternal source of our
but on a mountain-top! This way people would
collective wisdom, let's take a few minutes to
ask Noah―"What the heck are you doing?!"―
uncover deeper layers of "Noah and the Ark"…
and Noah could engage them in discussion
about the crisis, and how catastrophe could be
Big Boat
avoided if people would change their ways.
Our first question: What was the terrible sin of
Noah's generation that God sought to destroy
Well, 120 years is a long time, and you would
them? The Talmud (Sanhedrin 57a) tells us that think that Noah would have convinced a lot of
the world was immersed in jealousy, greed, theft, people to get back on track. But alas, instead of
violence, lying, intolerance, deception and fraud. reaching out to influence others, Noah saw the
The worst of all transgressions? Explain the
Ark as his own ticket to survival ― a chance to
great commentators Rashi and Ibn Ezra: People build a big wall and insulate himself from the
exploited each other sexually.
evils of society.
Before God sends the Flood, Noah spends 120
years building an Ark. (They lived long in those
days.) This was no ordinary boat. It measured
larger than a football field and contained over a
million cubic feet of space! It was outfitted with
three separate levels: The top for Noah and his
family, the middle for the animals, and the bottom for the garbage. (Which, by the way, shows
the Torah's unique concern for the environment:

One Big World
In one sense it is true that we have to protect
ourselves and our families. Maimonides warns
us about the danger of living next to neighbors
who don't share our system of values. Where
there's corruption, the good frequently get
swept up with the bad. And we have to guard
against this.
(Continued on page 3)

KJ Schedule
Erev Shabbat
Rosh Hodesh Heshvan
Friday, October 4th
Shaharit/Morning Prayer ........................ 6:15 am
Shir Hashirim ...........................................6:00 pm
Shabbat Candle Lighting .........................6:15 pm
Minhah/Arbith ..........................................6:10 pm
Shabbat / Parashat Noah
Saturday, October 5th
Shaharit/Morning Prayer ........................8:30 am
Women’s Tehillim ....................................5:15 pm
Rabbi’s Class ..........................................5:15 pm
Minha, Seudah Shlisheet, Arvit ...............5:30 pm
Motzei Shabbat / Havdallah ....................7:02 pm
Weekdays
Sunday, October 6th
Shaharit .................................................. 7:30 am
KJ Kids Sunday School ...... 10 am to 12 noon
Monday to Friday, October 7th to 11th
Shaharit/Morning Prayer ........................6:30 am
Erev Shabbat
Friday, October 11th
Shaharit/Morning Prayer ........................ 6:30 am
Shir Hashirim ...........................................5:45 pm
Shabbat Candle Lighting .........................6:05 pm
Minhah/Arbith ..........................................6:00 pm
This KJ prayer schedule was reviewed by the
Rabbi and Religious Committee & revised late
Friday afternoon. This is the definitive schedule.

Shabbat Parashat Noah
Genesis / Beresheet—Noah pages 26-40
Rosh Hodesh Reading 695
Rosh Hodesh Haftara pages 944-47

Refuah Shlemah
Yocheved bat Rachel
Mazal bat Malka,
Dan Herdoon
Mazal Tov bat Salha Matana
Moshe ben Ezra
Vera Levi
Penina bat Henia
Sasson ben Rahel/Sassoon Moses
Ruth bat Aliza
Maurice Ovadia / Moshe ben Noosha
Dina bat Simha
Shoshana Goury/ Shoshana bat Rahel
Yossef ben Jamila
Yehoshua ben Channah
Pnina bat Esther
Chaim Aryeh Yehuda ben Yocheved
Dov Ber ben Sonia
Farid ben Odette Levy
Tilda Levy / Tilda bat Miriam
Yehudit Devorah bat Esther
Michul ben Malka

SAVE THE DATE

Sunday, November 24th
The Sisterhood’s Annual
Children’s Hanukkah Party

Dear Congregants, we ask that you refrain from
wearing perfumes or colognes in the sanctuary

Shabbat Shalom ♥ A Peaceful Shabbat

Shabbat Kiddush
is sponsored
in memory of

Yaacov ben Shaul, z’’l
by

Shaoul Levy & Family
and Tilda Levy

Seudah Shlisheet
Is sponsored in memory of

Ralph Nathan, z’’l
Raphael ben Mordechai, z’’l
by Louise Nathan & Family

KJ Children’s Room Notice
We invite all kids to the Kahal playroom this
Shabbat. When they need a little space,
our child-friendly, upstairs playroom will be
available. Please note that children are the
responsibility of their parents while in the
Kahal Joseph building, including the playroom. Kahal staff is not responsible for children who may be hurt, injured, or need
bathroom assistance. A parent or guardian must remain with a child in the kids'
playroom at all times.

In Memoriam
We remember these yahrzeit anniversaries for
October 5th to 12th, 2013. It is customary to light
a memorial candle, donate tzedaka, and attend
service s the preceding Shabbat.
1 Heshvan / Shabbat, October 5th
Nissan Gad Nissan ben Avraham
Joseph Aaron Judah Yoseph ben Aharon Yehudah
2 Heshvan / Sunday, October 6th
Ovadia Drori Ovadia ben Avraham
David ben YaacovShalom
3 Heshvan / Monday, October 7th
Yaacov Levy Yaacob ben Shaul
Sassoon Jacob Joseph Solomon Sassoon
Yaacov Yosef Shlomo
4 Heshvan / Tuesday, October 8th
Sam Bekhor Shmuel ben Yaacob
Hilda Gillis Haviva bat Sarah
Grace Saltoon Garzie bat Masouda
5 Heshvan / Wednesday, October 9th
Ruby Cohen Rivka bat Salha Khatoun
Salha Hoory Salha bat Noona
Jacob Izaac Itzhak ben Yaacob Itzhak
Menashe Levi Menashe Hai ben Yoseph HaLevi
6 Heshvan / Thursday, October 10th
Meyer J. Jonah Meir ben Yaacov Yonah
Saul Sopher Shaoul ben Avraham Shalom

Books on Iraqi Jewish Literature
Written by UCLA Professor, Lev Hakak.,
these books offer analysis and refreshing insights into our heritage. For information or to
purchase contact Sarah at 310.474.0559.
Please Return Missing Library Books
Many people enjoy our amazing library. But a
number of books—including some Ladies Tehillim
books—are missing. If you have a KJ library
book, please return it soon.

(Continued from page 1)
It's like the story of the community where everyone was employed as chimney-sweeps. Each
day they went to work and got very dirty. But
they had one rule: One person from the group
had to stay at home each day―so that when the
others would return and see his clean face,
they'd be able to gauge how dirty they'd become.

Noah's Painful Lesson
After the Flood ended, Noah re-emerged with
his family onto dry land. The Torah records
what happened next: "Noah, the man of the
earth, debased himself and planted a vineyard.
He became drunk and uncovered himself in his
tent. [His son] Cham saw his father's nakedness..." (Genesis 9:20-22)

When Noah emerged from the Ark and saw
In a spiritual sense as well, a home has to stand as a devastation heaped upon the world, he knew
safe haven, to rejuvenate, to clean oneself up.
deep down that he had selfishly stood by and
watched it all happen. Depressed and disapBut there's a second side to this. The "Ark" can- pointed, he got drunk. Then "Cham saw his fanot be completely insulated; it must be porous
ther's nakedness," meaning that Noah's son
as well. We have to reach out and try to make a either sodomized or castrated him (Talmud ―
difference in the world. The Chasidic writings
Sanhedrin 70a).
compare this to a wealthy person who needs to
warm himself in the winter. He could build a fire, It was a painful lesson for Noah, yet in a sense
in which case everyone in the room would bene- it was fitting justice. While Noah's generation
fit. But imagine instead that he warms only him- sexually exploited each other, Noah thought he
self with a heavy coat and blankets. In both
could ensconce himself in the Ark and escape.
cases he's warmed; the only question is to what But it had penetrated inside.
degree he's concerned about others.
The Jewish Fight
Even if we aren't willing to fix things out of altru- Every Jew recognizes that all the Jewish people
istic love for others, then at least we should do
are bound together. When there is a terrorist
so for ourselves. Because the reality is that no
attack in Israel, we all feel it. The Talmud
(Shevuot 39a) says "Kol Yisrael areivim zeh bamatter how hard we try, some "bad" does seep
zeh"―every Jew is responsible one for another.
in. And in the end it will get us as well.
It's like the story of two guys on a boat, and one
of them is drilling a hole in the bottom. "What are
you doing?!" his friend shouts. "Oh, don't worry,"
replies the other, "I'm only drilling under my
OWN seat."
The hole in the ozone layer does not discriminate. Drugs and theft and violence have no
boundaries. Ignoring this reality was Noah's
tragic mistake. He believed that he could lock
himself inside the Ark, and escape from it all.

I once heard Rabbi Motty Berger of Aish HaTorah speaking to a group of Holocaust survivors.
What he said impacted me for the rest of my
life. He told them: "When I was a child, I would
look at my grandparents and wonder, what
were they doing during the Holocaust? The fact
that millions of Jews were being placed into ovens was no secret; these horrors were reported
regularly on the front page of the New York
Times. So I wondered... were my grandparents
out raising money to help ransom Jews? Were

they organizing secret rescue efforts? Were
they demanding media attention and marching
on Washington?"
Today, the Jewish people are fighting wars on
many fronts. The very existence of the State of
Israel is being questioned in world forums. AntiSemitic acts around the world are mindful of
1938. And there is the cancer of assimilation,
where every year, 50,000 Jews between the
ages of 20-29 opt out of the Jewish people, lost
to us forever.
So what are we going to do about it? Because one
day, our grandchildren will look at us & wonder…
Taking Responsibility
The Kabbalists explain that "taiva," the Hebrew
word for "ark," also means "word." For they are
two sides of the same coin. Each of us wants to
build an ARK―the best life possible for ourselves
& our family. Yet at the same time we are obligated to use the power of WORDS to reach out
and influence others. Noah was given 120 years
to build his "taiva." So too, we are given 120
years ― a full lifetime ― to do the same.
What can we do? We can speak out against
garbage in our rivers and garbage on TV. We
can attend a Torah class and teach over what
we've learned to others. We can understand
clearly why humanity must refuse to tolerate
gossip & infidelity. We can organize a community
campaign to demand objectivity in the media.
Noah's failure to try and influence his generation is why the Flood is called "the waters of
Noah" (Isaiah 54:9). Don't think the problem
isn't affecting you. Because it is.
Let's commit to taking responsibility ― for ourselves, our family, our community, our world.

Engagement
Wedding
Baby Naming
Brit Milah
Birthday
Bar Mitzvah
Bat Mitzvah
Company
Event
Anniversary

Errol Levi Social Hall & Ballroom
Did you know that Kahal Joseph has one of the
most beautiful ballrooms on the Westside for
your private event? Do you know that we have
an amazing, kosher catering kitchen? And a
modern playroom for younger visitors? KJ is
fabulous for parties up to 200 guests.
Do you know someone looking for a beautiful
location for their special event? Let them know
Kahal Joseph is available! Contact Sarah
Bouchoucha at 310.474.0559.

